Tornado is an ErP compliant powered extract ventilator designed to deal with localised air quality and overheating problems as well as to provide general comfort control. It has a lightweight low silhouette cowl and is suited to most industrial and commercial buildings.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

• ErP 2016 compliant
• High-efficiency, low noise variable speed EC motor for optimal energy efficiency.
• All units are made from lightweight, corrosion resistant aluminium.
• A non-return shutter ensures a weatherproof seal and reduced heat loss when the fan is not in operation.
• Available as mill finish or with a polyester powder coating to a RAL colour.
• 500mm 630mm and 800mm nominal fan sizes.
• Variety of manual and automatic standard controls options available.

INSTALLATION

The ventilator can be orientated 0 - 90°.

Base options available for sheeting and curb.